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Abstract

One of the central but yet unresolved problems in evolutionary biology concerns

the origin of novel complex traits. One hypothesis is that complex traits derive from

pre-existing gene regulatory networks (GRNs) reused and modified to specify a novel

trait somewhere else in the body. This simple explanation encounters problems when

the novel trait that emerges in a body is in a region that is known to harbor a latent

or repressed trait that has been silent for millions of years. Is the novel trait merely a

re-emerged de-repressed trait or a truly novel trait that emerged via a novel deploy-

ment of an old GRN? A couple of new studies sided on opposite sides of this question

when investigating the origin of horns in dung beetles and helmets in treehoppers that

develop in the first thoracic segment (T1) of their bodies, a segment known to harbor

a pair of repressed/modified wings in close relatives. Here, I point to some key limita-

tions of the experimental approaches used and highlight additional experiments that

could be done in future to resolve the developmental origin of these and other traits.
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INTRODUCTION

Much body plan evolution has been hypothesized to originate through

the use and modification of the same GRNs indifferent locations in the

body.[10,21–22] This is because re-use followed bymodification of a net-

work ismore likely toproducea functioning trait, in a shorter amountof

time, than creation of completely new networks from individual genes.

There are, however, two distinct routes by which GRNs are re-used

in the same body: in the differentiation of repeated traits, or serial

homologs, or in the differentiation of novel traits.

In the serial homolog route, the GRN is activated at similar devel-

opmental coordinates within a body, and these coordinates have been

generated by a homologous patterning mechanism. An example would

be the flight wings and haltere balancing organs of flies that despite

looking considerably different, share the same embryonic coordinates

and marker genes and are considered bona fide serial homologs.[5,9]

The similar embryonic coordinates of wings and halteres ultimately

result from the use of the same set of early patterning positional

information mechanisms[5] and segmentation GRN that generate the

serial homologous segments of arthropods.[34]

In the novel trait route, the GRN is activated at a novel devel-

opmental coordinate in the body that is spatially distinct from the

coordinates of all other pre-exiting traits or putative serial homologs.

Some examples are the proposed activation of the limb GRN in the

heads of dung beetles and rhinoceros beetles to generate horns;[21,24]

the activation of the same limb GRN in the wings of butterflies to

generate the first eyespots;[2,6] or the activation of a larval breathing

spiracle GRN to produce a new genital lobe in the genitalia of flies.[10]

Over the course of evolution, the GRNs that generated members of

a system of serial homologs as well as novel traits can become mod-

ified at each of these body locations beyond recognition so the ori-

gin of the trait, that is, the GRN that begot its developmental origin,

becomes obscured.What often allows the recognition of traits as being

derived from the same ancestral GRN is the presence of an homolo-

gous core set of genes underlying their development, whose cobbling

together from scratch at that same location would be unlikely.[3,25]
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F IGURE 1 Different hypotheses for the origin of helmets in treehoppers and horns in horned beetles. (a) The ancestral state for how Scr is
interacting with distinct cell primordia in T1 in species that have no helmets or horns: Scr is modifying/repressing the tergal and pleural cell
primordia (WSHs) into components of the bodywall. (b-d) Derived states for Scr interactions under three different hypothesis of helmet/horn
origins. (b) Helmets/horns areWSHs and Scr no longer represses the development of wings but rather modifies them into helmets or horns; (c)
Helmets/horns are partialWSHs. The dorsal embryonic cells that give rise to the wing blade (tergal primordia, light green) are no longer repressed
by Scr and instead require Scr to develop into helmets/horns. The ventral cells are still repressed by Scr; (d) Helmets/horns are novel traits. Tergal
and pleural wing primordia continue to be repressed/modified by Scr in T1, but Scr now also activates theWing GRN in a novel cluster of dorsal
cells that will produce helmets and horns. (e) Testing these alternative hypotheses with Crispr-Cas9will depend on the chance (or targeted)
knock-out of Scr expression (presence of Scr is in orange) in only parts of the T1 segment, where the candidateWSHs reside (Light green –
tergalWSH primordia; Dark green – pleuralWSH primordia; Blue – novel helmet/horn primordia). (f) Expected phenotypes under each of the
alternative hypotheses (colors of traits correspond to the colors of the primordia in E that build them)

Conversely,what oftendistinguishes a serial homolog fromanovel trait

is the distinct developmental coordinates from where the two traits

develop, as mentioned above. However, when a new trait emerges in

a general body region known to harbor the potential to develop a serial

homolog that has been repressed at that location for millions of years,

it becomes unclear whether the trait is truly novel or merely a re-

emerged andmodified serial homolog.

HORNS AND HELMETS: PREMATURE
CONCLUSIONS FROM LATEST STUDIES

Because of these difficulties, two recent studies have drawn distinct

conclusions about the developmental origins of helmets and horns that

originated in thoracic segment T1 of treehoppers and beetles, respec-

tively. The first thoracic segment is a region of the body where wings

havebeenmodified into bodywall, or completely repressed in different

insect lineages.[19,25,30,33] In beetles and hemipterans with a nonmod-

ified T1 segment, when the locally acting Hox gene Sex combs reduced

(Scr) is knocked-down,wings re-emerge in T1frombits of the bodywall,

which in turn disappear[19,25,33] (Figure 1). But what has happened

in species that have modified T1 segments with horns and helmets?

Which GRN is involved in building these traits? And are they novel

traits or re-emerged andmodified wing serial homologs (WSH)?

In the study with the dung beetles,[11] the authors took a functional

approach (among others) and asked what would happen if Scr was

knocked down in those beetles. They used RNAi for this experiment

and found thatwings re-emerged in T1, as in previous experiments
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with Tribolium and Tenebrio (non-horned) beetles, but the hornthat was

present in that same T1 wildtype segment also dissapeared.[11] The

study concluded that the horn had transformed intoa pair of wings.

In other words, the study concluded that the horn is an atavistic

and reshaped pair of WSHs. However, the study did not investigate

whether the traditional bits of the body wall that normally become

transformed into wings had also dissapeared.

The helmet study took a different approach to investigate the

origins of the helmet GNR. The authors compared transcriptomes of

different developing body parts of two hemipteran species, with and

without a helmet, and showed that the helmet’s tissue transcriptome

was most similar to that of the wing in the species with a helmet, but

most similar to the dorsal T2 plate (the tergum) in the species without

the helmet.[7] Previous data had showed the presence of wingmarkers

in developing helmet tissue,[27] but the lack of any type of articulation

between the helmet and the rest of the segment, as expected for a

WSH.[20,36] These previous data together with the new transcriptome

data led the authors to conclude that the helmet was instead a novel

trait derived from the wing GRN having been co-opted to a novel

location in that same T1 body segment.

I believe that the conclusions from both studies are not as clear cut

as presented and could still support either hypothesis, that is, that tho-

racic horns in dungbeetles are truly novel traits, rather thanWSHs, and

that helmets in tree-hoppers may be partialWSHs.

HOX GENES CAN BOTH MODIFY AS WELL AS
PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL TRAITS

Because serial homologs can look quite distinct from each other, they

havebeen identified at the experimental level by their ability to convert

intoanother via themanipulationof region-specific selector genes such

as Hox genes.[32] Hox genes are transcription factors that regulate the

expression of downstream target genes. By virtue of being restricted

to just a few regions (or segments) along the anterior-posterior body

axis of animals, hox genes are often involved in repressing or modify-

ing traits, such as serial homologous traits, along that axis. For instance,

mutations inmost of the head and trunk Hox genes in Tribolium beetles

produced embryos with a pair of identical antennal-like limbs develop-

ing fromeach segment.[1] These andother experiments[15] have shown

thatHox genes are used formodifying serial homologs along an arthro-

pod body into a unique morphology, or for repressing serial homologs

altogether fromparticular body regions. In these latter instances,when

the Hox gene is disrupted, a trait that has been repressed (or modified

beyond recognition) for millions of years can re-emerge.

Hox genes, however, can also promote the origin of novel traits. In

particular, when novel traits are restricted to specific regions of the

body, their development is often dependent on a locally expressedHox

gene. Examples include the development of the rows of sex combs in

fly legs used for mating,[31] the pollen basket in worker bees,[18] head

horns in dung beetles[35]s, thoracic horns in rhinoceros beetles,[24]

and eyespots in nymphalid butterflies.[17] In these examples, and quite

distinctly from their function as modifiers or repressors of serial

homologs, such as arthropod limbs, Hox genes promote the develop-

ment of novel traits, andwhen aHox gene is disrupted the novel trait is

severely disrupted or lost.

Given that hox genes are general transcription factors that can

either promote the development of novel traits or repress/modify

pre-existent traits, the observed loss of thoracic horns paired with

the simultaneous gain of wings in T1 of dung beetles, when the Hox

gene Scr was downregulated with RNAi, can simply reflect two dis-

tinct actions of the sameHox gene on two separate traits, both derived

from the same ancient GRN. Specifically, ScrRNAi could have led to

the loss of horns that depend on Scr for their development, and to the

gain of wings, a different trait, that depends on Scr for its repression

in T1 of beetles. Under this scenario, when T1 horns originated, Scr

kept its repressor/modifier role toward the wing GRN in that segment,

but perhaps, and in combination with a regulatory protein expressed

more dorsally (perhaps pannier, see below), Scr gained a novel activat-

ing role for the same wing GRN. RNAi downregulation experiments

targeting the ScrHox gene by diffusion of dsRNA molecules across the

whole body cannot, thus, distinguish whether thoracic horns in these

beetles areWSHs or truly novel traits developing from distinct embry-

onic/larval coordinates on the same T1 segment.

The authors tried to address the possible dual function of Scr by

using a double gene knockdown, involving Scr and a gene, pannier (pnr),

that when knocked-down in isolation showed horn-specific effects but

no effects on T2 or T3 wings. Pannier is expressed in the dorsal region

of the thorax of Drosophila,[8] is also differentially expressed between

male and female T1 thoracic horn primordia of rhinoceros beetles, and

leads to horn loss in these beetles upon knock-down.[24]The double

Scr/prn knock-down experiments showed thatT1 ectopic wings were

smaller than when Scr alone was used, suggesting that horn tissue was

prevented from converting completely into wing tissue.[11] However,

an alternative interpretation, such as the two genes having a positive

interactive effect in the promotion of T1 wing growth(not observed

in T2 or T3 wings given that Scr is not expressed in those segments)

is also possible, making this experiment inconclusive. Furthermore,

pnr appears to have distinct isoforms in Drosophila that either activate

or repress growth genes such as wingless, side by side in the thoracic

body wall, depending on the presence of other proteins,[8] calling for

additional research on pannier in dung beetles.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS: EMBRYONIC MARKER
INVESTIGATIONS AND USE OF CRISPR-Cas9

I believe the developmental origins of both horns and helmets are still

open for debate, and below I propose two approaches that can help

further distinguish serial homologs from novel traits experimentally in

these as well as other systems.

First, the developmental origins of thoracic horns or helmets (or of

any focal trait of interest) should be more closely investigated at the

cellular level during embryonic and/or early larval/nymphalstages. It

is important to examine whether the homologs of cells known to pro-

duce wings in T2 and T3 segments are now producing hornor helmet
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F IGURE 2 Body appendages that appear in segments where wing serial homologs have been repressed in close relatives. (a) Treehopper
(Hybanda sp.) with helmet in T1. (b) Brown rhinoceros beetle (Xylotrupesgideon) with horns in head and T1 segment. (c) Plain nawab caterpillar
(Polyurahebeplautus) with horns in head segments (no wing serial homologs are known to develop in head segments). (d) Bull horn stinkbug
(Pygoplatys lancifer) with body projections in T1 segment; (e) Spiky grouse grasshopper (Discotettixbelzebuth) withmultiple protrusions along its
trunk segments. (f) Hickory horned devil (Citheroniaregalis) with horn-like projections in T1-T3 segments. These are likely not wing serial homologs
as they appear in up to 4 units per segment andwings are also developing simultaneously inside the body of these larvae in T2-T3 segments. (a-d)
Photos by Nicky Bay, (www.nickybay.com).(e) Photo by A.Monteiro. (f) Photo by CDC, public domain

primordia in T1. Wing development is increasingly viewed as the

merging of two-cell populations[4,23] where the wing blade derives

from dorsal (tergal) cells and the hinge from more ventral (pleural)

cells.[16] These two-cell populations, which express the wing marker

gene vestigial, but which have not yet been observed fusing, have each

beenproposed to give rise to a part of thewing, and, thus, to be a partial

WSH.[4,23] So, it is important to follow the fate of serial homologs of

these cells in theT1 segmentof treehoppers andhornedbeetle species.

This involves perhaps following the expression of genetic markers of

these cells during early embryonic development as was done for other

wing marker genes such as snail-expressing-cells in Drosophila[29] or

nubbin-expressing cells in Tribolium.[13] It is important to note here

that an important wing marker gene, vestigial, expressed in both dorsal

and ventral cells thatmerge to form awing, and investigated byHu and

colleagues in pre-pupae (but not in embryos), was expressed in horn

tissue and also in the carinatedmargin, the proposed dorsal component

of a wing, suggesting that this component together with the more

ventral (pleural) component of the wing are still present (and modified

or repressed) in the T1 segment of dung beetles, and that a third novel

expression domain of vestigial is present in a more dorsal position

of the body (see Figure 1d) that may underlie horn development in

these beetles. Really pinning down embryonic or even nymphal or

larval coordinates for the trait under investigation (horns/helmets,

etc) and showing that these coordinates are distinct from those of a

pre-existent trait should be a litmus test in distinguishing a novel trait

from a serial homolog.

Second, CRISPR/Cas9, instead of RNAi, should be used to target

the locally expressed Hox gene where the focal trait is present. This

approach takes advantage of the natural mosaic of wild-type and

mutant cells that, by chance, will be found side by side in the same

segment. If the trait in question is a WSH, or even just a partial WSH

(deriving perhaps only from the dorsal cluster of cells that are used
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for building wings[4]), it should be impossible to obtain both traits

developing together in the same segment (Figure 1b,c). This represents

one of Patterson’s tests for homology, who proposed that if a human

arm and a wing of a bird were ever to be found in the same body

(as in an angel) they could never be homologous.[26] However, if the

trait is a novel trait, with a separate embryonic coordinate from the

previously modified/silenced trait, it should be possible to obtain both

traits emerging from the same segment simultaneously, namely wing

and horn or wing and helmet (Figure 1d). For treehoppers and dung

beetles, and under the hypothesis that helmets and thoracic horns are

truly novel traits, this would happen if Scr gene function is removed

from cells where it works as a trait repressor (e.g., the wing primordia),

and maintained in the cells where it works as a trait promotor (e.g.,

helmetor horn primordia) (Figure 1d).

Finally, while both studies reviewed here have added exciting

new data to the resolution of old problems, there is still scope for

future studies to shed additional light on these and similar evo-devo

mysteries. These include horns in the head and in the thoracic seg-

ments of lepidopteran larvae (Figure 2c,f), lateral projections in the

T1 segment of hemipterans (Figure 2d), and similar projections in the

trunk segments of grasshoppers (Figure 2e). Similar mysteries exist in

the abdomen of insects and spiders, where different types of ventral

appendage have emerged after abdominal legs had been repressed

for millions of years. Here, we have to address the origin of spider

spinnerets,[14] abdominal appendages of lepidopterans, sawflies, or

scorpion fly larvae,[12] and sepsid fly male abdominal appendages.[28]

All these traits still need to be approached experimentally using novel

powerful genetic technologies.

CONCLUSIONS

Here, I propose the use of early (embryonic) gene expression investiga-

tions of maker genes of any suspected candidate GRN that may have

been either co-opted or resurrected to develop a new trait at a general

body location that is known to have the potential to develop a serial

homolog of a pre-existent trait. A single domain ofmarker gene expres-

sion should point to a serial homolog, whereas two domains should

point to a novel trait. In addition, using CRISPR (but not RNAi) against

the locally expressed hox gene might allow the development of the

old repressed/modified serial homolog (in clones where CRISPR was

effective), as well as the development of the novel trait (in clones not

affected by CRISPR), if co-option is responsible for the origin of the

novel trait.
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